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About This Content

The Steam Starter Pack is designed to get you started right in Star Trek Timelines. Start your game off with TEN 10x
Premium Packs - that's 100 Rare or better crew or schematics - plus 500,000 credits, 700 Dilithium, and 500 VIP points and

Bonus Dilithium based on your current VIP level! Use your credits and Dilithium to purchase new packs in the game, or
upgrade your crew so they're even more powerful. Get started the right way!

NOTE: DLC will be automatically added to your game the next time you log in after purchase. If you wish to add DLC to an
existing STT account, please start STT in Steam and log into your existing account before purchasing DLC.
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This is the second text-adventure I played on Steam (the other one from a different developer), but the plot in this one
completely sucked me in.

The game tells a supernatural story about a son investigating his father's disappearance, with each chapter switching between son
and father, present and past perspectives. The story starts slow, but the mystery and suspense gradually build up, culminating in
a completely unexpected ending.

I definitely recommend this to anyone who enjoys reading and likes adventure\/detective games.

Now I am going to check out the other text-adventures of this developer, hoping they will be as good as this one.. Cute little
timewaster. Pug>Bird. You unlock different costumes and there are different stages with a distinctive style and soundtrack
(especially the 80s neon level).. This is really a port of a mobile game. Avoid.. A deceptively cute game about the inevitability
of death. Bread kills you. Milk kills you. Flames kill you. Pipes kill you. Spikes kill you. Sparks kill you. Lightning kills you. 
Moving kills you. Sponges kill you. Sewage kills you. I could go on... if I'd finished the game.

Your only respite from the vicious cycle is when you transform into a spike-proof ice ball and crash through walls at blinding
speeds. ...Only to touch a single drop of sewage that you couldn't see.. Its a fine game. Very interesting.. Crush Your Enemies is
a great polished game for a small price, that will also make you laugh.
Easy at the first look, it's actually hard to master so there is a nice progression curve.
I played 7 hours in the game so far, that's the time it will take you to complete most of the game. Totally worth the price!
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Verry good story plot of Game. Smoth graphics.
I like they style of fighting. not only slah or charge.
They have real style of kungfu. Brilliant! the only thing I think needs updating is when you call in the emergency seviced were
you right click somewhere and they go there so we just don't have to go to the same place again and again!. Ersatz is a fast
paced, speed based, platformer, with a ridiculously good soundtrack. The controls are really simple and responsive, you have a
jump button and a dash button. You can also press down mid-jump to terminate your jump and fall straight down with a stomp
attack.

The whole game is centered around the dash ability. You can dash over pits, through obstacles, kill enemies with it, and damage
bosses with it. Of course you also need to liberally dash everywhere in order to get a good rank on each stage. You have a dash
meter, you can dash 3 times in a row before having to wait for the meter to refill, the meter refills fairly quickly so you won't go
too long without the ability to dash. There are 8 levels in the game(with a whole mess of extras that open up when you beat it),
but each level gives you a rank based on your speed. In order to unlock the last level you must achieve at least a D rank on the
first 7 levels. You have infinite lives, and very liberal checkpoints, but each time you die 20 seconds get added to your time,
there are also heal stations sprinkled throughout the levels that add 2 seconds to your time for each point you heal(you have a
total of 6 health).

Level design in this game is spectacular, every level has a unique twist, with unique enemies, and unique environmental hazards.
You won't see anything repeat until the last level, which is kind of a mash-up of the first 7. The levels are challenging, but very
fair, and are all ludicrously fun to play.

The standout feature for me in this game are the boss battles. Every boss is super fun to fight, most of them will kick
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the first time you fight them, and you will curse as you watch your rating sink with each
time they kill you, but it is extremely satisfying when you learn their patterns and flawlessly beat a boss who seemed nearly
impossible when you first met them.

Ersatz is a phenomenal game and a must play for any fan of challenging, speed based, rythm platformers.
. Praise Jesus!. This is an All-In-One.
Is a simple game creation tool and a powerful engine (if you want to see like that). I'm using RPG Maker 2003 more than 10
years ago (by unofficial translations before this first occidental release) and I just can say is awesome. You might look maybe as
a "oh, a game generator with limitations", but it's not. With it you can create a complete 16-bit-style (SNES) RPG game, with
the default resources included in it, or creating yours (or downloading somewhere in internet, is full of original resources or
ripped from other commercial games). How about programming? Is very basic, based in "events" that trigger if you do
something or walking into some place, or if that "switch/variable" takes X value, so you don't have to learn actually any
language... For example, with RPG Maker 2003 you can perfectly do RPG games like Final Fantasy 6 or Chrono Trigger.

It introduces me into game-programming, music composing, some basic pixel-art composing, etc. And don't worry if this
doesn't have some features like scripting system like XP and newer RPG Makers. Old-school RPG Maker developers will solve
that issues in following way: If there's no a feature, we will create them by building engines (customized events to recreate
features like Action-RPG, custom battle systems, custom menus, etc).

There's a must-do if you want to build a videogame, but you don't have any experience.. its mostly horror type music so it's not
the best to slam to, unless your into that, but the wallpapers are good and it's a great way to help lag studios .... quot;Average at
best, Id give it a miss"

PROS:
- In terms of evidence and its storyline its well detailed and interesting
- I quite liked the games atmosphere, it is as described, moody and intriguing
- The soundtrack is so relaxing, I could fall asleep to it
- Its not entirely straightforward allowing for a challenge not all point & clicks provide

CONS:
- It looks drab and well below an acceptable standard
- The voice acting is dreadful
- I didn't find it 'funny' instead I thought the script was uninteresting
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- The camera was poorly placed in some areas, you are so zoomed out that exploring can be frustrating as its not very responsive
either.

VERDICT?
 I almost recommended this as it was very interactive and didn't hold your hand, along with its atmosphere but ultimately I fell
out of touch with this game as its too poorly designed for me to have cared enough to continue. If you really love point & clicks
however I'd say go for it at the right price.. Short little game, very cute and uses some detective skills reminds me a lot of I
expect you to die, except there is a lot more helping in the game (potentially to keep younger audiences from getting lost?). I am
not sure it is worth the $15-$20 price range though. \u0e40\u0e01\u0e21\u0e1d\u0e36\u0e01\u0e2a\u0e21\u0e2d\u0e07\u0e17\
u0e35\u0e48\u0e14\u0e35\u0e40\u0e01\u0e21\u0e19\u0e36\u0e07\u0e40\u0e25\u0e22
\u0e41\u0e15\u0e48 \u0e41\u0e15\u0e48 \u0e17\u0e33\u0e44\u0e21 Version Steam
\u0e16\u0e36\u0e07\u0e21\u0e35\u0e41\u0e04\u0e48 30 \u0e14\u0e48\u0e32\u0e19!!
\u0e41\u0e25\u0e49\u0e27\u0e14\u0e48\u0e32\u0e19\u0e17\u0e35\u0e48\u0e40\u0e2b\u0e25\u0e37\u0e2d\u0e41\u0e1a\u0e
1a Version \u0e2d\u0e37\u0e48\u0e19\u0e46\u0e2b\u0e32\u0e22\u0e44\u0e1b\u0e44\u0e2b\u0e19!!
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